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Will, CH Editions Gentlemans Quarterly JH
Joins Twelve Year Old Hannah and Grandma for the JH Experience
-By Hannah Vrooman (12 years old)

Hunt test. When I hear those words, so many wonderful things come to mind...my experience with field
trainer Scott Edwards, my time with Will, my laughs with Grandma. I am amazingly pleased with Will’s efforts
and success. Hunt tests, for those of you who do not know, are AKC timed field tests to observe a dog’s bird finding ability, trainability, and overall willingness to hunt. Will excelled at all of his trials, and we only had one day
when we did not qualify. We also had tons of fun on our road trips. It was amazing to have a dog in a motel room
with us! It was something I have never experienced before and I loved it. Another thing I liked was the friendly
people. Everyone was so helpful. I immensely enjoyed the
whole experience. I hope to
continue on to the Senior
Hunter title with Will. If that
does not work out, I will continue the hunting tradition with
our new dog, Polo. Polo is related to both of my former
dogs, Blue and Marco. Polo is
the nephew of Blue and the
baby of Marco’s litter-sister,
Harper. So he has a few family
ties. I really truly enjoyed
working with Scott, doing the
tests with Will and Grandma,
and having all the fun times
that came with them all.
CH Editions Gentlemans Quarterly JH (Will)

“Grandma” Lynn Vrooman
talks about Hunt Tests on the
next page...

This issue explores two of the many AKC titles that make owning English Setters so much fun. The Champion show dog concept came about because a way was needed to identify quality breeding stock--and the show methodology continues to work
well. FEATHERS & FLEWS is looking at other titles which enrich both our canines' and our lives by providing fun, offering
service opportunities, showcasing natural instincts, and encouraging activity. As owners of purebred dogs and as members
of AKC clubs, we have a responsibility to set an example of what responsible dog breeding and responsible canine ownership
is all about. Of course, not all dogs are hunting dogs, but we are blessed with a breed which can be described as being inherently, and by necessity, independent thinkers. English Setters are hunters and companions, so many performance titles
fit them well. And, we will be bragging about these same dogs as show dogs too!!
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Will, CH Editions Gentlemans Quarterly JH, Joins Twelve Year Old Hannah and
Grandma for the Junior Handler Experience (cont…)
-by Lynn “Grandma” Vrooman
Like Hannah, I was thrilled to take my dog, Will, and join Hannah for the hunt test experience. This could
not have been done without the help of CCESC members Conny, Karen, and Donna who bred Will, and Karen &
Greg Corey who hosted Setter Fun Day in 2005 where Will met his first quail. Thanks also to BJ and Kristen. BJ
organized our first field day in 2008 where Hannah handled Will. The next year at Donna’s, BJ said Will was ready
for his Junior Hunter (JH) title. This year at Debbie’s we worked with more quail and bragged about our first two
JH passes.
To begin our journey towards JH, we needed to learn how to compete at a hunt test. Ann Isenhour recommended Scott Edwards of Bayville Shorthairs to be our field trainer. We wanted his gentle approach, so we went to
SC in January where Scott took Hannah and Will out in the field. What joy it was to see Will doing what he was
bred to do. We left Sunday afternoon feeling ready to try the test. I printed AKC
Hunting Tests for Pointing Breeds and
gave it to Hannah.
In February we went to Clarksville, VA,
for the Vizsla Club of the Carolinas’ Hunting Test. Saturday we drove past fields
dusted with snow to Cedar Grove Plantation. The junior hunter tests began in the
afternoon. Each brace and two judges on
horseback circled around the trees and released the dogs in the back field. An ATV
drove to the bird field to place quail. I
watched Hannah and Will come around the
woods to the bird field then saw Will point
a bird. Hannah signaled the point and
flushed the bird. When the bird was in the
Hannah and Will get their first pass
air, she fired her blank pistol. The judge
called “Time,” Hannah called Will, and they walked off the course. Her smile told it all, Will and Hannah had their
first pass. On Sunday they earned their second pass. We were thrilled with the fun and results of our first test
weekend.
A month later we went to Jackson Springs, NC for the Sandhills Pointing Breeds Club hunt tests. We knew
they would use Chukars, which are larger partridges and more difficult to hunt than quail. Like Hannah, I appreciate how comfortable we felt, especially when Hannah was in a brace with an experienced handler. On Saturday
they got their third JH pass with Chukars. On Sunday the Chukars - not the dogs - got four passes before Hannah
and Will competed; then, unfortunately, the birds got their fifth pass. We needed another test for our fourth and final pass.
(continued………..)
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Polo

Will, Hannah, & Lynn (cont…)
In March we went to the Tidewater Brittany Club test at Dick Cross Wildlife Management Area in Virginia. No vehicles are allowed in this area so the birds were carried out to the field by hand. We could watch the test area, a large
green field, from across a road. Will’s brace entered from the right into the wind and the dogs ran toward the scent.
Both dogs hit a point that Hannah’s brace mate called - then the dogs separated. Will kept hunting and hit a point
that Hannah called. Will got his final pass, the orange JH ribbon and the Junior Hunter title.
Pictured to the left: Hannah and Will

This wonderful experience was made
possible because of help from club
members, Scott, and the wonderful
people we met at the tests. A 12 year
old, a grandma and Will, all say "give
the JH test a try, you'll love it."
-Lynn Vrooman is one of the founding
Members of the CCESC

Agility and Rally were talked about in our September 2009 issue by Ann Isenhour when she shared her adventures with her Setter, Banjo.

What? You don’t have that copy anymore?????????????

Well, it’s always available in the archives of OUR
NEW WEBSITE: http://www.ccesc.net/

(go ahead, click on the address now)

Bushels of THANKS go out to Mary and Larry Coldiron for putting
together the new website.
It is FABULOUS!!!
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Junior Hunter 101
By Dave Gingrich
OK, I admit it. I much prefer the field to the show ring. You can have your blow-dryers and strippers and
designer shampoos and I will take my shotgun and huntin’ boots. You can have your BOB’s and BIS’s
and BISS’s. I’ll take the MH’s and AFC’s and FC’s.
But the ultimate achievement, of course, is the DC, the Dual Champion. For me, being afield with a quality English Setter (even better – more than one) is one of life’s greatest pleasures (not that there’s anything wrong with Shorthairs and Weims and Brittanys, of course; it’s just that….well, you know). That is
why, when I saw 8-week-old Gunner (Set’r Ridge’s Guns N Roses) on Melissa Newman’s website, all of
the bells and whistles went off. He was a great-looking pup and both of his grandsires were DC’s, a virtual English Setter miracle. Where do I sign up?
Well, with Melissa Newman, where you sign up is on a contract that says you have to show this pup.
Yikes. Never done THAT before! Where to start? Doreen and I connected with CCESC in late 2008 and
wow, what a great bunch of folks. We are enjoying every part of our association - even showing!
Since Gunner arrived at our Smoky Mountain
home, I have tried to expose him to the field,
the woods and, of course, to birds. We take one
or two walks in the woods most every day I am
home. Gunner is in excellent condition and he
lives for birds. So, after Frazier Neal and Sarah
Kuniansky (Gunner’s favorite handler) took
Gunner to the Minnesota national in September
of 2009, I decided to give him a serious haircut
and just focus on birdwork for the winter. He
has now hunted preserve quail, South Dakota
pheasants and Smoky Mountain grouse. After
conversations with Frazier, I decided to check
out the AKC Junior Hunter (JH) program. I
knew virtually nothing about it, but I learned that
Gunner pointing a pheasant wing at three months
Gunner would have to pass four separate tests
in order to earn his JH title. At each test, he would be graded on: 1) Hunting 2) Bird Finding 3) Pointing
and 4) Trainability. To qualify, dogs need an average score of seven, with no score less than five. He
would have to point at least 50% of the birds he had contact with. And he would run with another dog,
but they would not compete against each other, just against the score requirements.
...continued
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Junior Hunter 101 (cont…)
We attended our first Hunt Test in Walhalla, SC in January. The people there were patient and understanding. Gunner flunked his first test on Saturday (he did well except he scored a zero for Pointing. I still don’t
think it was his fault – there were extraordinarily high winds and the birds were flying wildly), but on Sunday
he passed! Woohoo!! He passed twice more at the Charleston Weimaraner test in January, giving him
three qualifying scores in a row.
On March 14, Doreen and Gunner and I
arrived in Covington, Georgia to participate
in the Chattahoochee Weimaraner test.
Due to business schedules, this was going
to be our last chance of the season for
Gunner to earn his JH. It was a beautiful
day, the conditions were perfect, and Gunner was braced with Lilly, a cute female
GSP from Georgia. When the judges told
us it was OK, both dogs took off and, for
youngsters, were unusually diligent right
from the breakaway. Gunner worked fast
and hard and he pointed an amazing six
birds in the fifteen minutes allotted. Both
dogs were awarded all 8’s for their scores,
so he had done it! At the tender age of 21
months, Gunner had qualified at four tests
Gunner pointing a quail at eighteen months
in a row and earned his JH title. That
makes for a mighty satisfying 3-hour ride home. I even sprang for Blizzards at the DQ! Last week, we received Gunner’s AKC Junior Hunter certificate. It is the first AKC certificate we have received for anything,
and we are mighty pleased and proud. Might have to spring for a shadowbox frame to include those four
nice rosettes they give out at Hunt Tests.
Now the hard stuff begins! In order to achieve Senior Hunter, Gunner must learn to be steady to wing and
shot, to honor another dog’s point and to retrieve to hand. I can’t wait to see how long that takes! Actually, I
can’t wait to get started.

Gunner’s photo was voted by all of you as your favorite image from the last issue. Coming in a
close second was Mary Coldiron’s picture of her dog TJ with her grandniece, Sophia. The image
to the right is Gunner and was featured on page 5.
WHAT!!!! You don’t have that issue anymore??????????
Go to our new website and you can find old newsletters, meeting minutes, a calendar of events, brags, and
MUCH MUCH MORE.

http://www.ccesc.net/

Let’s do it again!! If you have a favorite image from this issue—let me know by e-mail
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Setter Fun Day

By: Jeanne Straub

The sun came up and it was finally time to pack the pups in the
trailer and take them to Setter Fun Day. Cold, sunny, rainy or just
about right, it wouldn’t have mattered but as it turned out it was
the latter with puffy white clouds and blue skies. Heck! The
weather was perfect! This year the long awaited event was at
Debbie Hallock’s homestead, I should say ranch! Located in
Stanfield, N.C., Debbie had multiple fenced fields just waiting for
the arrival of Central Carolina English Setter Club members.

Once there, the pups were all turned loose in a large yard with bushes and trees
and plenty of room to romp and explore. It is truly amazing how setters go about
running and socializing, with tails wagging and just having fun. However, it wasn’t just the pups out there having fun; the day was planned for us humans as well.
A lovely porch provided a vantage from which to enjoy conversation and wow,
what a view of pasture, dogs and a few horses too.

Then, just like that, it was time
for the Hunt. The pups knew something was up and their excitement grew. BJ Parsons, our Club’s Treasurer, veterinarian, and
field specialist, mounted a horse and the birds were taken off to the
fields. The plan was to take two dogs at a time, and let them run
through the woods. At the end of their romp they would find quail
hidden among the bushes just waiting to be found. As each dog
found a bird, a single gun shot would sound to signal his/her victory. Some of the pups were expert at finding a bird, while others,
truth be told, needed a little hint or two. All four types of setter–
English, Irish, Gordon, and Red and White– were represented on
that wonderful day.
Then after the Hunt, there was the feast laid out by Debbie to which many of us had also contributed. Especially interesting was the venison stew which Debbie said her family frequently enjoyed. After partaking of all the goodies,
we gathered for our CCESC February meeting. Discussed were activities of various kinds and business requiring our
group points of view. When the meeting was over, Setter Fun Day drew to a close with thank you's to our gracious
hostess and reluctant goodbyes.
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Puppers

Brett, by Carlotta Cooper
Cherie, by Sharon LeBlanc

Will & Polo, by Lynn Vrooman

Daisy and Smokey, by Dick and Jeanne Straub

Breau, by Ray-Lynn Snowden
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The author, Dan Hartley, is a member of the CCESC and lives in Florida. The above article first appeared in
the Spring 2010 issue of The New Barker magazine, which is published out of Tampa and distributed presently throughout Florida. Find out more at http://thenewbarker.com/index.html

The Therapy Dog (TD) title sits at the top of the heap when it comes to titles a pet owner can put on
their dog. The road to the TD title usually begins with your dog achieving the CGC (Canine Good Citizen)
designation. Then, the Therapy Dog class and test must be passed to achieve certification. Following
certification comes 2-3 visits to a medical facility with an evaluator. After a large number of documented visits which are signed off by the medical facility as having been done — your dog is awarded
the TD title. If you think your dog has what it takes, contact an organization which can help.
Hear that song? It’s election time! And, the candidates are singing: “Vote for ME!!!”
And, we’re not talking about your local Register of Deeds - It’s time to elect new officers for the CCESC!!!!!!!!
All the seats are available: Treasurer, Secretary, President, Vice-President, and At-Large.
If you’re interested, contact Martin Sondey at jmsondey@carolina.rr.com

Time’s a wastin’!
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TIED FOR CCESC FIRST!!!
Congratulations to the CCESC’s first two Grand Champions!!!!

They qualified on the SAME DAY!!!!

GCH BJ's Cowboy Cadillac JH CGC
GCH CanCH Editions Pursuit of Happiness CGC

“TJ” had a dream weekend at Springfield, MA,
going BOB all four days against tremendous
competition! TJ is handled by Jamie DonelsonBernardin and Adam Bernardin. TJ is pictured
with Jamie at the Newtown Kennel Club Show on
August 28. TJ is owned by Mary Coldiron.
TJ's first show as a special in the US was on August 5th. He was shown 13 times with six
Breed wins, two BOS, and three SEL Dog. He
earned 19 points at Springfield and in addition to
the points he already had, earned his Grand
Championship at age 3 ½.

“Caddy" completed her Grand Championship on
August 29th, 2010. Her title included 5 majors
starting with a Best of Opposite Sex win at the
Buckeye English Setter Club Specialty. She received another major by going Best of Opposite
Sex at the Atlanta English Setter Club Specialty
the weekend she finished.
Caddy received her title with very limited showing
and is, as always, breeder/owner/handled by
CCESC President Kristen Mooney, shown above.
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2010 CCESC Specialty

By: Martin Sondey

This year our Specialty moved to Raleigh for a Labor Day weekend show. Thanks to everybody who came!!!!!!!! It
provided a glimpse of the run being made to the big shows coming up (the ESAA National, The Eukanuba, Westminster...). We had some fabulous English Setters there and some tremendous handlers (and some not so tremendous
handlers with a fabulous English Setter - like Moi!!!). 33 beautiful dogs signed up to attend and only 2 did not make it.
It was a 4 point major for the boys and a 4 point major for the girls.
The competition was evident and you could cut the tension with a $50 grooming brush. Sweepstakes Judge Judy
Graef was gracious and fun to have at the lunch afterwards (where she walked off with the winnings of the 50/50 raffle!!) It was an honor to have Dick Fox judge the Specialty. Simply put, he knows his English Setters and is as much
a gentleman in the ring as anyone you would ever meet - when he spoke, you knew you were in the presence of
greatness. Thank-you, sir, for coming. Thank-you very much.

The members of the CCESC were thrilled to have
everybody attend the luncheon, where the eastern
NC pork BBQ was some of the best this native has
ever tasted. The BBQ sauces made by our VP Mike
Patrick were special, the homemade salads and desserts made by the members were exquisite, and our
guests were a joy to have join us. Thanks to all the
club members who made everything happen. It was
truly a fun time!!!!

Pictured above is our 2010 Specialty winner: GCH Honeygait Wilsonlake On The Rocks (Stoli)
Owner/Handler: Amy

Duncan

Breeders: Mary

& John Nowak + John Flynn

A very special thanks goes out to our show chair, Cyndi Taves. It was her idea to change to Raleigh this year and it
was a brilliant stroke. Attendance was great and the facility was fantastic. Combining the Specialty with the Alamance
County Kennel Club show saved the club a TON of money. And, when Cyndi developed some health issues, the club
members came together to cover all the bases. The best news is that Cyndi is doing exponentially better now!!!
And to the stars of the show - the English Setters. Several nationally-ranked specials were there (but the going was
not easy against a superb line-up). It was thrilling to watch all of them gait, stack, goof around while waiting, and "strut
their stuff". It made me regret not inviting everybody in the City of Raleigh to come and watch. Yes, I know they are
the most loving creatures you would ever want as a family member, but when some of the top stars of the breed
come to town to show - everything else pales in comparison. Sincerest congratulations to all the winners - you earned
your win!!!
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2010 CCESC Specialty (continued…)

GCH Pemberley Fashion Police (Chloe)

CH BJ’s Silverline Priceless (Cash)

GCH BJ’s Cowboy Cadillac (Caddy)

CH LochLomond’s Wrapped Up In You (Beau)

Pictured to the left:
GCH Editions Pursuit of Happiness (TJ)
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2010 CCESC Specialty
(continued…)

CH Bourbon’s Taboo (EVA)
Eva was Best in Sweeps both days

CH Serendipity’s Milroy’s Desmodium (Desi)
Desi finished his championship in Raleigh with
Junior Handler Jamie Lamphier (shown above)

Friday Sweeps:

2010 CCESC Specialty Results:

BSW - CH Bourbon’s Taboo
BOSSW - Set’r Ridge’s Dirty Dancing

BOB - GCH Honeygait Wilsonlake On The Rocks
WB/BOW/BBE/BOS - Admiralty’s Bliss
WD - Serendipity’s Milroy’s Desmodium
RWD - Artizoe Keeley Grand Slam
RWB - Admiralty’s Minuet
AOM/SEL - GCH Editions Pursuit of Happiness
AOM/SEL - GCH Pemberley Fashion Police
AOM - CH Wyndswept’s Encore

Wanna see some HOT websites??? (you can click on them now!!!)
All the AKC Grand Champions:

http://www.akc.org/nationalchampionship/index.cfm?section=top25&type=gc&text_event_number=2010277101

We can’t wait to see some more CCESC dogs joining Caddy and TJ on the GCH list!!

The AKC results page of our Specialty: http://www.akc.org/events/search/index.cfm?action=results
(just click on NC, then Search, and then scroll down to September 3 and the Alamance Kennel Club)

The Canine Chronicle, which lists the top 25 English Setters (and all breeds) in the US each month:
http://www.caninechronicle.com/Statistics/breed-display.php?cat=109
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Brags & Wags
Linwood Fringe Benefits (Bene) competed in
her first AKC Hunt Test over Easter weekend
and earned 2 Qualifying scores towards her JH.
Bene is out of CH Linwood Master And Commander JH and CH Woodrose Ivy League
Debutante JH CGC. Bene is pictured left.
Not to be outdone by Bene..... Am/Can CH
Linwood Arts & Science JH CGC (Marsh) won a
Group 3 at the Dubuque Kennel Club on Easter
Sunday. Marsh is out of Can. CH Linwood Graffiti Artist JH and CH Woodrose Ivy League
Debutante JH CGC. Marsh is pictured right.

Editions Navigator (Duchess) achieved her Senior Hunter (SH) designation earlier this
year! Seen left with Frank Luksa, She is owned by Frank and Maryella Luksa, and their
daughter, Hunter. Duchess can also be found on YouTube as she demonstrates what a
bird dog is supposed to do!! On September 11, Duchess went Winner’s Bitch, Best of
Winners, and Best of Opposite Sex at the Somerset Hills Kennel Club all-breed show
in New Jersey. Frank is also a Hunt Test judge at the ESAA National this year.
Duchess was bred by Karen & Greg Corey, Conny Helms, and Donna Salomone.
Duchess is out of CH Editions The Aviator (Leo) and CH Editions Mini Skirt (Serta).

Breau (pictured right) is now UKC, NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL CH.
TARTAN CELESTIAL BEAU'S THE GODFATHER, all by the young age of 15
months! Breau and I attended the 4 International Dog Shows in Orlando, FL,
May 8th & 9th. Breau WON all 4 SPORTING PUPPY GROUPS over excellent competition! (International Shows require dogs the size of English Setters compete in Puppy Classes until the age of 18 months.) Breau is pictured
in the first International Show Sporting Group from Saturday morning. It was
hot in Orlando, but we were HOTTER in the show ring! Breau is owned and
shown by Ray-Lynn Snowden, Tartan Kennels, and was bred by Tammy &
Roger Vann.
Breau also earned a 3 point major going WD/BOW at the Spartanburg KC, Inc. show under Judge Pluis Davern on August 1st, 2010.
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Brags & Wags (cont.)
Ivy (BJ's Festivity Pagani Zonda) was Winners Bitch and Best of Winners for 5 points
from the Bred by Exhibitor class at the tender age of 12 mos. at the Buckeye English
Setter Club's PM specialty under judge James Brown. Ivy was handled to Winners
Bitch by her breeder/owner Kristen Mooney and handled to Best of Winners by cobreeder/co-owner B.J. Parsons. Ivy was sired by BJ's Silverline Priceless and out of
CH. BJ's Cowboy Cadillac, JH. Ivy is pictured to the left.

Caddy (CH. BJ's Cowboy Cadillac, JH) was Best of Opposite Sex at the Buckeye
English Setter Club's PM specialty under James Brown, giving her a 5 point major
toward her Grand Championship. As always, she was breeder/owner handled by
Kristen Mooney. Caddy is sired by CH. BJ's Watch The Birdie, JH and out of CH.
BJ's Circus Clown. Caddy followed that win with a Group Four at the Western
Carolina DFA show 6/20/10. Caddy is pictured to the right.

Salomones Fiddle Dee Dee (Fiddle) got her first 3 point major and Best of Winners at
the shows in Waynesville, NC, in June. Fiddle then won a 4 point major by going
BOW at the Greenville, SC, show. She was a little over 13 months old. Fiddle is handled by Amy Walker and is pictured left and below.
Owners: Donna Salomone & Ann Isenhour. Breeders: Donna Salomone, Karen &
Greg Corey, and Conny Helms.

BRAG CORRECTION: In our last issue, at the top of page 15, Donna
Salomone was inadvertently left off as a breeder of Sealy - the winner of
the 2009 ESAA BEST CANADIAN ENGLISH SETTER award. It should
read: Sealy was bred by Karen & Greg Corey, Conny Helms, and
Donna Salomone and is now owned by Sharon LeBlanc.
Sealy is: MBIS Am/Can CH Editions Flight Attendant
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Brags & Wags (cont.)
Pictured left, Prada, "Monimar SeaIsland's The Devil Wears Spots" is 14 months old and
has 8 points. Prada has gotten some of her points the hard way...by going BOB over 3
group placing Specials. She also has some BOS to her credit. Prada is owned by Frazier
Neal and Sarah Kuniansky.

CH LochLomonds Wrapped Up In You (Beau) was BOS at the New England
English Setter Club Specialty in June. Beau is shown to the right with a Group
Placement under Judge Terry Stacy. Beau also has a pass towards his JH title, and
aspires to become a Therapy Dog. His GCH is pending AKC notification. Owned
by Frazier Neal and Sarah Kuniansky, Beau is the proud father of a litter born
August 31. Sarah is the co-breeder with Kay Monaghan. There are 5 girls and 4
boys and the litter is Futurity Nominated. The proud parents are: CH LochLomond's Wrapped Up In You X Kadon's BlueRose Delta Dawn.

TARTAN is excited to announce a long awaited litter! Am/Can/Int’l/UKC Ch. Set’R Ridge Tartan PowerPoint, JH,
OFA CHIC, and Am/Nat’l/Int’l Ch. Tartan Bayside Beau’s D’Zazz’L, OFA CHIC, are expecting an all orange Futurity
2011 nominated litter due Oct. 4th. Bill Gates was ESAA Best Puppy 2006 and is birdy like his mom BISS AFC Ch.
Set’R Ridge’s Everlasting, MH and sire BISS Ch. Set’r Ridge Pemberley Gold. Zazz is out of BIS Ch. Guys ‘N Dolls
Barrister Beau x Ch. Bayside Star Studded Eve’ning, “Halston”, who is a repeat breeding of River. Zazz finished from
Bred-By and earned her Nat’l & Int’l Chs as a puppy. I expect balance, showmanship, angle, and birdiness from these
kids! Ray-Lynn Snowden, Tartan Kennels, rsnowden@gsc.edu<mailto:rsnowden@gsc.edu>,
www.showdogsuccess.com<http://www.showdogsuccess.com>, 678-450-9450.

Mike and Cheryl Patrick have their first grandson:
Cooper Roy Patrick, born March 23, 2010.

My GOODNESS that’s a HANDSOME young man!!!!!!

ON THIS PAGE
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Brags & Wags (cont.)
LINWOOD is delighted to announce 4 new championships this year - all from the SAME litter! It was bred by Lin out of "Graffiti"
x "Puppet" (Can CH Fieldplay's Urban Artwork JH FDj x Am/Can CH Weymouth Linwood Merryonette).
"Tag" finished in the US at the Gold Country ESC Specialty weekend. He is now: Am/Can CH Linwood Graffiti Artist JH FDj.
Tag is pictured left.

Pictured right, "Design" finished in Canada this spring always going Breed
from the classes and earning a Group 2 - also from the classes. She is
now: Am/Can CH Linwood Artwork Designed in B&W JH

Pictured left, "Rocky" finished in Canada with three majors in one
weekend. This included BOW at both the OVASA Sporting Dog Specialties. He is now: Am/Can CH Linwood's T.K.O.

Pictured right, "Sailor" finished at the ES Club of Canada's National weekend. His stay was distinguished by going Breed,
Group 1 and BEST IN SHOW from the classes!!! He is:
Am/Can CH Linwood Master And Commander JH
SPECIAL SPECIAL THANKS to good friends Nadeen and Shawn Bennett for expert grooming and handling for all the Canadian titles.
Setter friends are simply THE BEST!!!

- Lin Sell
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Brags & Wags (cont.)

FEATHERS & FLEWS was entered in the APDW annual national writing contest at the end of 2009. When the winners were
announced at Sardi’s in Manhattan during Westminster Weekend 2010, we didn’t win, but we were named a finalist (which was
second place) in the electronic newsletter category. A giant CONGRATULATIONS and THANKS to all of you and your contributions to the newsletter. You make it happen. You’re the BEST!
One of the AKC’s most successful programs is the Canine Good Citizen (CGC). Awarding of the designation shows that, fundamentally,
your dog can get along with people and other dogs. Not surprisingly,
not every dog can pass the CGC test. As an AKC club, it is our charge
to set an example and show our neighbors that we are responsible dog
owners.
Congratulations to the latest dogs in our club to achieve CGC status:
Truman, owned by Helen Porter of Charlotte, NC, and TJ, owned by Mary
Coldiron of Roanoke , VA.
Pictured to the left is a happy Truman wearing his CGC bandana and
receiving his CGC rosette from second-grader Allison Keel, who is one
of his biggest fans.

CCESC member Mary Coldiron was recently elected as the new Treasurer for the English Setter Association of America (ESAA). She has been an involved member of the CCESC for several years, so we
can say with confidence: The right person is in the right job! Congratulations, Mary!!!!!!!

AND, Mary’s dog, TJ, (GCH CanCH Editions Pursuit Of Happiness CGC) was the
#18 English Setter in the USA as of 8/31/2010, per the Canine Chronicle. He
got that ranking by returning to the show ring for his first time as a special on
August 5th - and never looked back. Congratulations TJ and Mary!!!
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“This is my ‘Best’ side” by Karen Corey

“Topline” by Katrine Kruders

“Beau” by Joe Deese
“How long can we stay?” by Martin Sondey
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Feathers & Flews is a publication by the members of the Central Carolina English Setter Club. It is meant to
be a photojournalistic celebration of the love we have for the Setters we own and the Setters we breed. We
welcome any heart warming images of, or stories about, English Setters from around the world. Contact the
editor: Martin Sondey

jmsondey@carolina.rr.com

And, we are now incorporated as: Central Carolina English Setter Club, Inc.
Thanks to Dave Gingrich for handling that mountain of paperwork!!!!!!!!!
Breau

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

LOOKING FOR ENGLISH SETTERS ?????????
www.admiraltyenglishsetters.com

www.BJSetters.com

www.linwoodes.com

www.showdogsuccess.com
www.editionsenglishsetters.com
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

“KiKi’s first Pheasant”
Image of KiKi courtesy of
Laurie Engel. KiKi was bred
by Laurie and trains for field
work in Baldwin, Wi.

